
     

kān wu-ma kān ˁal- aḷḷahu 
tǝklān. kān fǝd-malǝk, hāḏa l-malǝk 
ˁǝnd-u bnāt ᵊṯnēn. fád- yōm, 
qal-l-ǝm, hūwi qa-yġīd ysāfǝġ l-ǝl-
ḥaǧǧ, qa-ysāfǝġ l-ǝl- ḥaǧǧ. aš 
tǝġdōn? hūwi yġīd 
yġūḥ l-ǝl-ḥaǧǧ, aš tǝġdōn? 
aǧīb-ᵊl-kǝm… ṣuġāt. lǝ-kbīġi 
qalǝt-l- u: ǧib-l-i ḥwās wu-ǧib-
l-i hēkǝḏ wu-ǧib-l-i hēkǝḏ. 
lǝ-zġayyġi kǝn-tqə́l-l-u: tġūḥ b-ǝs-
salāma wu- tǝrǧaˁ b-ǝs- salāma, wu- 
ana aḥǝbb-ak ᵊmqadd -ǝl-mǝlḥ. 
mǝlḥ ašqad ᵊˁzīz. aḥǝbb- ak hēkǝḏ. 
raǧaˁ, sāfaġ wu-raǧaˁ. raǧaˁ ᵊmn-ǝl-
ḥaǧǧ, ṣāḥ-l-ǝm lᵊ- bnāt- u. qal-l-ǝm… 
lǝ-kbīġi aš ṭalbǝt? ṭˁa-l- yā. lǝ- 
zġayyġi aš ṭalbǝt?
tḥǝbb-u mqadd ǝl-mǝlḥ. qām ᵊṭġad-a. 
qal-l-a: lēš aškun ǝl- mǝlḥ xaṭaġ 
qa-tḥǝbbē-ni mqadd ǝl- mǝlḥ? ana 
ma aqbal, la aġīd-ǝk wu-la aġīd 
ᵊl-mǝlḥ māl-ǝk. zaˁal wiyā-ha. 
ṭlaˁ… ᵊṭġad-a mn-ǝl- bēt. hāyi l-xāybi, 
ḏ̣allǝt. fǝd-ᵊnhāġ 
ˁayán-a bᵊn ṣǝḷṭān, wu- ḥább-a, 
wu-dzūwáǧ-a.  hāyi kǝn- ᵊtqūl tġīd 
tǝntáqǝm ᵊmn-abū-ha. lēš ᵊṭġad-a 
mn-ǝl…? qāmǝt sūwə́t- l-ǝm ᵊˁzīmi 
kbīġi. wu-ma xǝllə́t- l-ǝm wǝla 
nǝqṭāyi mǝlḥ, bī-nu lᵊ- ṭbīx. ǧō 
qaˁdu qa-yaklōn, ma qa-yṭiqōn 
yaklōn. qalə́t-l-ǝm: lēš ma 
qa-taklōn? aškun hāyi? qalō-l-a: 
hāḏa kǝll-u ḅǝla-mǝlḥ, mnēn ᵊnṭīq 
nakə́l-u? qalə́t-l-u: ṣiḥō- l-u l-abū-ha… 
hāḏa abū-ha…  ṣiḥō- l-u, qǝllō-
l-u, aššōn ma kan- yǝftáhǝm? 
ǝl-mǝlḥ ašqad bī-nu ˁzīyi. ana 
sūwitū-ha l-āyi kǝll-a bǝla-mǝlḥ 
xaṭaġ yǝˁġǝf ˁzīyt ǝl- mǝlḥ ašqad 
ᵊqwīyi. wu-ǝs-salāmu ˁlē- kum.
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Preface

The Arabic dialect of the Jews of Baghdad (JB) served for hundreds of years
as mother tongue for the people of one of the most prosperous Jewish centers
in the world. Jews lived in Baghdad from the days of its establishment as the
capital of the Abbasid dynasty up to the beginning of the seventh decade of
the twentieth century, when the last wave of Baghdadi Jews immigrated to
Israel. Throughout the years and under different rulers, the Jews of Baghdad
managed to maintain their religion, traditions and language. This volume is
dedicated to this special dialect.

I was exposed to JB since birth. My family immigrated to Israel in 1970-
71, when my parents were in their mid-twenties, and my grandparents were
older than 50. Although Hebrew would be considered my mother tongue, I
was surrounded by JB speakers. Some of them, like my grandparents, could
speak only JB, and thus I communicated with them solely in JB. This dialect
was always like music to my ears, and despite my love for it I never imagined
that it would become a part of my professional life.

When I obtained my master’s degree from the Hebrew University in
Descriptive Linguistics, and after years of researching Mandarin Chinese, my
supervisor and teacher, Prof. Eran Cohen, a great Semitician, opened my eyes
to the opportunity to contribute to my own heritage. I don't remember his
exact words, but he probably told me something like "there are so many
people in the world that can research Mandarin, but only a few can
investigate a dialect like JB".

Indeed, the documentation of JB at this point of time is a crucial task since
JB's soon extinction is, unfortunately, inevitable. The last generation of
people who still speak JB doesn't consist of people younger than sixty years
old and the dialect is no longer transmitted from one generation to the other.
In addition, the last speakers of JB are influenced from alien languages as
they have spent almost five decades out of Iraq.

Encouraged by Prof. Cohen's words and under his joint supervision with
Prof. Simon Hopkins, a great Arabist, I took the task upon myself.

My initial interest was grammar, and specifically the tense-aspect-
modality system of JB. Very quickly I realized that in order to conduct such
a research one must have a corpus. The wonderful texts collected by Jacob
Mansour in 1991 and the ones that were added to the Hebrew version of his
book in 2011 were really helpful, but were not sufficient for this type of
research. I had to find a way to add more texts and thus started to collect and
record some materials from my own family. At first I was reluctant to "waste
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my time" on the tedious work of transcribing the texts and dealing with the
phonological and morphological aspects of the dialect, but under the
instruction of Prof. Werner Arnold from Heidelberg University I was exposed
to the wonders of Arabic dialectology. Prof. Arnold's trust enabled me to go
deeper into the details and to add some general grammatical value to the
knowledge of JB.

The joy of working on the corpus, initially a by-product of my research,
resulted in a significant amount of phonemically transcribed texts that
constitute a part of this book. They are preceded by a concise phonological
and morphological description of JB, adding some inputs to the great works
of Blanc (1964) and Mansour (1991).

This volume opens with an introduction about the history of the Jewish
community in Baghdad and the dialectical position of JB among the
Mesopotamian dialects. Then a few methodological remarks are presented
followed by some information about the sources of the texts and the
informants. Then, part 2 of the book contains a general description of the
phonological and morphological system of JB. Finally, part 3 is dedicated to
the texts themselves. These are divided into sub-categories according to their
genre and topic. Each consists of a few separate texts and each text is
transcribed phonemically into Latin signs, and translated into English.

Despite my attempts to produce a flawless text I am sure that in some
places typing, translation, or transcription mistakes might be found: such is
the nature of detailed manuscripts like the present one. I would therefore be
thankful to readers who bring these mistakes, as well as other comments and
remarks, to my attention.

It is my hope that this collection of texts will serve as a memorial to the
Jewish community of Baghdad and prove itself useful to scholars and people
who take interest in it from different disciplines such as philology, history,
anthropology, as well as to dialectologists, general linguists and other
language enthusiast.

I would like to thank all the native speakers that I interviewed for their
patience and understanding, and my professors in Jerusalem and Heidelberg
for sharing their knowledge and for their trust. Special thanks are due to Prof.
Werner Arnold and to Prof. Otto Jastrow, the editor of Semitica Viva, for the
publication of this book.

Finally, I dedicate this book to my grandmother Alwīz Ben-Eliyahu
(Xḷaṣči), who assisted me in my research by sharing her stories, history, and
vast knowledge. The moments we spent together will be cherished in my
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Symbols and abbreviations

[] phone in phonetic transcription
* reconstructed form
-> developed into synchronically
> developed into diachronically
~ interchangeable with
+ synchronic affixation
| syllable boundary
∅ zero
. final tone
, continuous tone
? rising tone (question)
… disrupted prosodic group (unfinished segment)
: opening of a following quotation
! command, request or urge; exclamation (final tone).

vocative (rising tone)
1 first person
2 second person
3 third person
AP active participle
C consonant
C1…4 first…forth consonant (for example "C2-w/y" means "the

second consonant is w or y")
CB Christian Baghdadi
DU dual
ᴱᴳ()ᴱᴳ English word(s)
f feminine
ᴴᴱ()ᴴᴱ Modern Hebrew word(s)
IMP Imperative
JB Jewish Baghdadi
LA Levantine Arabic
m masculine
MB Muslim Baghdadi
ᴹᴮ()ᴹᴮ Muslim Baghdadi word(s)
MSA Modern Standard Arabic
OA Old Arabic
p plural
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Symbols and Abbreviations4

PC prefix conjugation (frequently referred to as the
"imperfect" form)

PN proper noun
PP passive participle
qa-PC a prefix conjugation verb preceded by the verb modifier

qa-
s singular
SC suffix conjugation (frequently referred to as the "perfect"

form)
V vowel
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1 Introduction

1.1 A brief history of the Jewish community in Baghdad1

The Jewish presence in Babylon begins more than 2,500 years ago, as the
Kingdom of Judea was destroyed by the Babylonian Empire, Jerusalem was
conquered, the first temple was demolished, and the population was exiled to
Babylon. The exile is described as a national disaster, and the exiles refused
to accept their destiny, as quoted from Psalms chapter 137: "By the rivers of
Babylon we sat and wept when we remembered Zion".

Slowly, the exiles established their own community life, and exploited the
autonomy that they were given to develop a rich culture. Babylon, as the
biggest Jewish center in the world, became a center of biblical interpretation.
It was in Babylon where the Babylonian Talmud was edited.

Baghdad, founded in 762 AC as the capital of the Abbasid dynasty, quickly
became the home of the largest Jewish community of Iraq. The Jews have
experienced their golden age in the city during the Islamic Arab period. The
traveler Benjamin of Tudela found shortly before 1170 about 40,000 Jews
living in Baghdad, some being extremely rich. From the end of the twelfth
century up to the middle of the thirteenth century great Jewish poets, scholars
and heads of yeshivas lived in Baghdad among many physicians, shopkeepers,
goldsmiths, and moneychangers.

The golden age ended with the Mongol conquests of the city. As a result
of the near-destruction of the city, many Jews fled to territories that are part
of today's Turkey, north Iraq, Iran, and Syria. The number of Jews in Iraq was
at its lowest, and Baghdad became almost bereft of Jews until the end of the
fifteenth century.

The Jews of Baghdad underwent many changes during the coming
centuries. Generally, they were oppressed under the Persian rule, but enjoyed
fair treatment under the Ottomans. The last Mamluk governor, who ruled
under the Ottoman Empire, oppressed the Jews of Baghdad, which pushed
many of the wealthier ones, among them David Sassoon, to flee to India,
Persia and other countries. Small Jewish-Baghdadi communities were
established following this immigration in the eighteenth and nineteenth
century in Bombay, Calcutta, Singapore, Shanghai, Hong Kong, Manchester,
etc.

1 This summary is based on Ben-Yaacov & Kazzaz (2007); Meiri (1997); Rizk-Allah
Ghanimah (1998); and Yahuda (1999).
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1 Introduction6

The eighteenth century brought significant demographic developments to
the Jewish community in the Mesopotamian region, as the Ottomans gave the
Mamluks autonomy over it and the order was restored. More and more Jews
arrived to the delta region, specifically to Basra and Baghdad. At the same
time, the British gained control over the sea lanes in the Indian Ocean, and
reopened the trade routes from India, through Basra and the Euphrates to
Syria; and from there to Egypt and Europe. Baghdad and Basra received more
and more population as they became centers of regional and international
trade.

Baghdad kept developing in the nineteenth century, especially with the
opening of the Suez Canal in 1869. The Jews’ economic status improved along
with the improvement of the economic situation of the city. Trade with other
countries flourished, and many Jewish merchants and businessmen took part
in it.

The prosperity of the Jewish community lasted till the forties of the
twentieth century. Modern Iraq, which was established in the twenties of that
century, owes a great deal of its development to the Jews, who contributed
their talent and their knowledge of industry, agriculture, international trade,
banking and administration to the new country.

With the beginning of the British mandate, the door was opened for the
Jews to take part also in the public service. In parallel, the opposition of Iraqi
Muslims to the involvement of foreign elements in the public life also became
stronger. That triggered an anti-Jewish atmosphere, which affected the Jews
economically and finally also led to a pogrom, the "Farhud", against the Jews.
In the two days of the pogrom, which took place in the streets of Baghdad in
June 1941, 179 Jews were murdered, 2118 were injured and Jewish property
was looted.

The establishment of the state of Israel in 1948 encouraged the Jews of
Iraq, who were exposed to the activity of the Zionist movement in Iraq since
1918 and more intensively after 1942, to prepare themselves to immigrate to
Israel. The "Ezra and Nehemya" operation, initiated by the state of Israel and
the Jewish Agency in 1950-1951, brought 120,000 Jews from Iraq to Israel.
By April 1952 only a small community of a few thousands was left in Iraq,
mainly in Baghdad2. Most of them eventually immigrated to Israel at the
beginning of the seventies.

2 Some demographic information about the Jews in Baghdad can be found in Ben-Yaacov
& Kazzaz (2007: 58) according to which there were 77,000 Jews in Baghdad in 1947,
and after 1950-51 exodus approximately 6,000 were left. In 1963 there were about
3,000 Jews, who remained till 1971. In 1975 only 350 Jews were reported, and in 2005
only a few Jews were still living in Baghdad.
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1.2 The linguistic background of JB 7

1.2 The linguistic background of JB
The geographical region extending from the Persian Gulf along the Euphrates
and the Tigris up to the rivers' source defines a dialect family. This family is
usually called Mesopotamian dialects, after the traditional name given to this
geographical region.

More specifically, Iraqi Arabic was divided by Haim Blanc in 1964 into
two dialectical groups – the qǝltu dialects, and the gǝlǝt dialects3. In Blanc's
own words: "The latter are spoken by the Muslim population (sedentary and
non-sedentary) of Lower Iraq, and by the non-sedentary population in the rest
of the area; the former are spoken by the non-Muslim population of Lower
Iraq and the sedentary population (Muslim and non-Muslim) of the rest of the
area" (Blanc 1964: 5-6).

The linguistic scenery in Baghdad, as Blanc found, was divided into three
dialects, each spoken by a different religious group. Thus, the Muslims had
their own dialect (MB), which was different from the one spoken by the
Christians (CB), which, in its turn, was different from JB. Interestingly, MB is
of gǝlǝt type, whereas JB and CB are of the qǝltu type.

JB was spoken extensively not only by the Jewish community in the
Baghdad but also in southern Iraq. JB speakers were bilingual – they used the
Jewish dialect in their homes and in the community, but spoke the Muslim
dialect with non-Jews. Thus, the Jewish dialect was very sensitive to its
environment and was influenced not only by MB, but also by other languages
with which it was in contact throughout its history, such as Turkish, Persian,
Aramaic, and others.

As a primarily spoken dialect, only a few written texts in JB exist. These
were written in Hebrew letters, and require a meticulous work of locating
and gathering. Scientifically edited texts, which allow a proper linguistic,
dialectological or philological research, are scarce (Avishur 1979: 86). The
written language was used in translation (šarḥ) of the Old Testament and parts
of the liturgical literature, such as the Passover Haggada. This language
differs from the colloquial Jewish Baghdadi, and may be considered a literary
language (Mansour 2006: 232).

As a member of the qǝltu dialects, JB shares the following peculiarities:
preservation of the phonemes q and ǧ; imāla towards ē or ī; existence of the
non-Arabic phonemes p, g, č; realization of OA i and u as ǝ; 1s SC ending -tu,
and others (Jastrow 1978: 31-32).

In the following years, and based on extensive field research in several
communities all over Mesopotamia, Otto Jastrow was able to depict a more

3 Blanc (1964: 5) called the dialects after the SC form of the 1s of the verb 'to say' in stem
I, which encapsulates two of their most distinguishable features – the reflexes of OA /q/
and the 1s ending of the SC.
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1 Introduction8

accurate picture of the qǝltu dialects and to divide the family into sub-groups.
JB was classified under the Tigris branch of qǝltu dialects (1978: 24-25). One
of the peculiarities of the Tigris branch, which is a characteristic of JB as well,
is the realization of r as ġ. JB also preserves the interdental consonants,
though there are other dialects in the Tigris group, like CB, that realize them
as dentals.

Blanc (1964: 166-176) claimed that JB is a direct descendant of dialects
spoken by the urban population of Abbasid Iraq, and has preserved or
continued several basic phonological and morphological features of the older
vernaculars. This claim was supported in later years by linguistic evidence
contributed by Aryeh Levin (1994: 328-329; 2012: 419) and by Arnold & Bar-
Moshe (2017: 44). Thus, it is probably the case that the description and
documentation of JB enable us to take a glance also at archaic linguistic
peculiarities of the Arabic language in general.

1.3 Research methodology
1.3.1 The phonological and morphological description
The phonology and morphology of JB were described in detail by Blanc
already in 1964. Blanc's approach was mostly diachronic, as an attempt to
understand the way JB forms have developed from Old-Arabic (OA). In 1991
Mansour published a thorough phonological analysis of JB, taking a more
synchronic approach. Unfortunately, Mansour's detailed investigation treated
only a few specific morphological issues. Nevertheless, the combination of
the works of Blanc and Mansour leaves us with quite a precise picture of the
phonological and morphological system of JB. There are, however, points of
disagreement between the two, and points in which the linguistic reality
raising from the recordings doesn't correspond to their descriptions. These
points required a deeper examination and my conclusions in their regard are
presented in chapters 2 and 3 in the framework of a concise grammatical
sketch of JB's phonological and morphological system.

The research method taken in the phonological and morphological
sketches is mainly a diachronic one, namely, one that attempts to track the
changes that JB underwent in comparison to earlier stages of Arabic.
Although there is no indication for a direct continuum of speech between OA
and JB, the diachronic method proves itself useful, since in the overwhelming
majority of the cases the differences between OA and JB are systematic. Cases
in which the changes do not agree with the diachronic rule are, of course,
addressed and explained using other methodological tools such as synchronic
studies, language contact, etc.
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1.3 Research methodology 9

In addition, in order to confirm the grammatical conclusions, in many
cases I asked the native speakers direct questions such as "how do you say X",
or "what does this word mean", and the like.

1.3.2 The transcriptions
The texts are transcribed phonemically rather than phonetically, i.e. a
transcription into an extended inventory symbols, which come to represent
the main independent phonemes of JB, aspiring to the closest phonetical
representation as possible. The inventory of phonemes in JB is detailed in the
phonological description section of the book (§2.1 & §2.2).

As the current corpus consists texts in a spoken language, it requires also
some indications of prosodic elements in the speech of the native speakers.
My approach to prosody follows Izre'el (2010: 57) who claims that the spoken
language is organized via prosodic groups: "The prosodic group (…) is a
coherent intonation contour (…that) encapsulates a coherent structural,
functional segmental unit, be it syntactic, semantic, informational, or the like,
and defines its boundaries".

In practice, the segmentation of a discourse flow into prosodic groups is
made by detecting their boundaries based on speech pauses. There are two
main types of prosodic boundaries: "terminal boundary tone", which codes
that the speaker doesn’t have anything more to say, and "continuous
boundary tone", which codes that the speaker wants to continue talking. A
falling tone, by default, indicates finality, whereas a level or slightly rising
tone indicates continuity. These two main boundary types, and specifically
the continuous tone, can be sub-divided into further types, such as the rising
tone, which codes yes-no questions and occasionally also content questions.

Adopting this methodology, the border of a prosodic group is delimited
and marked by one of the following symbols:
Symbol Indication
. Final tone
, Continuous tone
? Rising tone (question)
Table 1: main prosodic symbols

The following symbols are added to the three in Table 1 to render a more
accurate description of the discourse's nature:
Symbol Indication
… Disrupted prosodic group (unfinished segment)
: Opening of a following quotation
! Command, request or urge; exclamation (final tone)

Vocative (rising tone)
Table 2: additional discursive hints
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1 Introduction10

As for stress units on the lexical level, each sequence of phonemes separated
by spaces represents a single unit as such. In the many cases in which a
grammatical particle, an auxiliary verb, or a morpheme is affixed to a lexeme
to create a single stress unit, a dash separates them from the base. This is
important since JB has several homonymic particles that are distinguishable
in respect to their ability to join the lexeme they modify to create a single
stress unit. In any case, the stress falls on the unit according to the rules
detailed in §2.3.

Names of people, places, etc. can be identified as they open with a capital
letter. In certain cases, the names of some characters in the texts were
anpnymized and replaced by PN (proper name) to protect their privacy.

Phonetic changes are explained through footnotes. Reoccurring phonetic
changes are explained only in the first time they are mentioned.

Code-switching with Modern Hebrew or English is a frequent
characteristics of the speech of some of the native speakers. Non-JB words or
phrases are inserted into brackets, preceded and followed by the initials of
the language they are taken from, for example: ᴴᴱ(kēn)ᴴᴱ. Specifically for
Abraham Ben-Eliyahu, when he describe his encounters with Muslim people
in Iraq, he usually quotes the encounter using MB. These instances are also
inserted into brackets.

1.3.3 The translation
Each page in Chapter 4 is divided into two. The left side of the page is
dedicated to the transcription and the right part of the page consists of a
translation into English. Each line that opens a prosodic group in the
transcription is translated into English in the same line in the right side of the
page. This, I hope, will allow the reader to keep a closer track of the flow of
text and of the connection between the transcription and the translation.

The challenge of translating texts for such a book is a big one. There is a
constant tense between a literal translation that will be more representative
of the Arabic speech on the one hand, and a fluent translation into proper
English that will make it easier for the reader to understand the message. I
tried my best to combine the two, and in cases where I felt that something
was missing, an explanation was added in brackets or in a footnote. In cases
where the literal translation seemed really off, like in proverbs or idiomatic
collocations, it was added in brackets. That is also the case with the
overwhelmingly frequent use of rhetorical questions in JB.

Two dictionaries proved useful as sources for words and proverbs in JB –
Yona (2014), which is dedicated solely to JB, and Beene & Woodhead (1967),
which is a contemporary dictionary for spoken Iraqi Arabic. Since both
dictionaries cover most of the words that appeared in the texts I didn’t see
any need in adding a glossary to this book.
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1.4 Recordings and Informants 11

1.4 Recordings and Informants
1.4.1 Sources
The texts in this book are drawn from three main sources. The first is
interviews that were made in 1999 with my grandfather, Abraham Ben-
Eliyahu (Xḷaṣči). I was able to find six cassettes of recording, out of which
around 67 minutes were transcribed. These interviews, made by his friend,
Yogev Yahezqel, are the source for some historical texts about the Jewish
community of Baghdad and about the origins of my family, as well as some
narratives, and even some interesting texts about traditional medicine. Other
friends of my grandfather take part, every now and then, in some of these
recordings.

The second source is recordings that I made myself with my own family,
and especially with my grandmother, Alwīz Ben-Eliyahu (Xḷaṣči). These
recordings were made in Ramat-Gan between the years 2013-15, and involve
many other JB speakers of my family that happen to sit in my grandmother's
living room during the recordings. 98 minutes out of these recordings are
transcribed and include a variety of texts like narratives, recipes, family
history, description of traditional customs, etc.

The third source is Yardena Sasōn, a native speaker who I met through a
Facebook group dedicated to the preservation of JB4. She recorded herself
telling two short stories that she recalled from her grandmother. These 6
minutes long stories were uploaded to the Facebook group, and Mrs. Sasōn
was kind enough to allow me to transcribe and include them in this book.

1.4.2 Text types
It was my goal to include a variety of texts in order to address the interests
of different academic disciplines. I believe that historians, philologists,
anthropologists, dialectologists, and linguists will find interest in the content
of the texts, as well as private people and descendants of Iraqi Jewry. The
texts are ordered according to the type of content they provide:

– Family history – includes five recordings of Abraham Ben-Eliyahu. In
two of them he describes the history of his family in the town of
Šamīyi and the lakes’ area. The third text, "qačaġ – Smuggling", tells
the story of the family's intention to get smuggled out of Iraq and the
results of this move. The following text, "aššon sūwēta? – How did you
do it?" describes how Abraham helped some friends to get out of Iraq.
The final text, "Xḷaṣči", raises assumptions about the origin of this
family name.

4 The group is called "העיראקיתהשפהאתמשמרים" (literally: preserving the Iraqi language)
and it can be accessed at: https://www.facebook.com/groups/zahavb/
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– Iraqi history – a few short texts in which the speakers give
information about episodes from the history of Iraq. "l-ˁIrāq ma tǝṣtafi
– Iraq will not be peaceful" talks about the British wars against the
Arab tribes. "ˁǝlqō-hǝm b-Sāḥǝt ǝl-Taḥrīr – They hung them in Sāḥǝt ǝl-
Taḥrīr" discusses the hanging of young Jews in Baghdad in 1969 from
the personal perspective of Zvi Bar-Moshe. Abraham Ben-Eliyahu
describes the situation in Iraq at the time of the Six Day's War in
"Mǝlḥēmǝt Šēšt Hayamīm – The Six Days' War", and then continues to
talk about the political intrigues of that period in "ˁǝdmō-hǝm wiya-l-
īhūd – They hanged them with the Jews".

– Stories from the daily life in Iraq – gives a collection of short stories
that can provide the reader with a sense of the daily life of the Jews
in Iraq.

– Stories from the daily life in Israel – four short sporadic episodes from
the family's daily life already in Israel.

– Stories about people – introduces short stories of the life of five
relatives and members of the family.

– Narratives – includes six short folk stories.
– Politics – five pieces of conversations recorded in 2013 about current

political issues.
– Food and Recipes – a collection of recipes of different dishes from the

Jewish cuisine in Iraq.
– Traditions and Holidays – gathers some of the Iraqi Jewry's customs

and traditions such as the way they used to celebrate Jewish holidays,
the way they used to cure illnesses, the way they fought against the
evil eye, etc.

– Conversations – consists of some free style conversations that were
randomly recorded.

As can be seen from the verity of texts above, it was also my goal to include
different genres and text types such as narratives (folk stories, historical
narratives, etc.), dialogues, and conversations, since they present different
dynamics and linguistic material. The grammatical phenomena that are found
in gossip conversations are different from those found in a historical
narrative, for instance. Thus, linguists and dialectologists are exposed to a
verity of registers, grammatical structures, and discursive realities.

1.4.3 Short biography of the informants
Abraham Ben-Eliyahu (Xḷaṣči) was born in Ḥǝlli, Iraq in 1920 and died in
Israel in 2010. Abraham spent his childhood also in Šamīyi, where his
grandparents lived, and in Diwanīyi, where he attended primary school.
Afterwards, he moved to Baghdad, where he finished high school, and then
worked as the manager of the accounting department in the agency that
imported Ford cars from England to Iraq. In 1946 he married Alwīz Ben-
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Eliyahu (Xḷaṣči) of the house of Mˁallǝm in Baghdad. Alwīz was born in
Diwanīyi in 1924, went to a Muslim school and finished elementary school.
She was a housewife all her life and passed away in 2017. They brought two
daughters into the world. The eldest, Amal Bar-Moshe, was born in 1947 in
Baghdad, went to Frank ˁIni elementary school and then to the secondary
school and high school of a convent. After finishing high school she was
accepted to the pharmacy college of Baghdad University, from where she
graduated in 1969. Her younger sister, Gilda Bar-Moshe, was born in 1950.
The four immigrated to Israel in 1971 and lived in Ramat-Gan.

Amal Bar-Moshe, who worked in Israel as a pharmacist, married Zvi Bar-
Moshe in 1974. Zvi was born in 1943 in Diwanīyi under the name ṢabāḥMūsa,
and is the son of Sālǝm Mūsa, a clothes salesman of Diwanīyi's market, and
Nuna Mūsa, a housewife. Zvi went to a Muslim school in Diwanīyi, and after
graduation was accepted to the engineering college of Baghdad University
and moved to Baghdad. He graduated as a chemical engineer in 1969, and
immigrated to Israel in 1970. He worked at first in the Weizmann Institute
and then opened his own private company, Chimineer, which imported
veterinary and lab equipment.

Of the native speakers mentioned so far, Alwīz spoke only JB. Abraham
spoke mainly JB and basic Hebrew, which he caught along the way in Israel.
Amal and Zvi, who came to Israel in their twenties, speak fluent Hebrew, but
JB keeps on being a dominant language for them, as they speak to each other,
to their family, and to their friends in JB on a daily basis.

Abraham's sister, Adība Kuǧman, also take part in some of the recordings.
She was born in 1931 in Ḥǝlli and received basic primary education. She
immigrated to Israel with her family in 1950, and lived in Netanya and then
in Nazareth. In 1972 she moved with her children to London, where she lives
today. Adība is a housewives, her dominant language is JB, and although she
speaks good Hebrew, she is surrounded by JB speakers most of their time.

Asˁad Mˁallǝm and Samīr Mˁallǝm are Abraham and Alwīz's nephews.
Asˁad was born in 1940 and Samīr in 1943 in Diwanīyi, Their father, ˁƎzzat
Mˁallǝm, the brother of Alwīz, was a famous and powerful Jew in Diwanīyi.
He established a brick factory in the town. The family, however, lived in
Baghdad, where both Asˁad and Samīr finished high school. Asˁad studied
veterinary in Baghdad University, graduated in 1964, and then he left for
studies in the USA. From there he moved to Canada, where he lives today.
Samīr studied Business administration in a private university in Baghdad. He
immigrated to Israel with his family in 1971, at first worked in a technological
company in Israel, and then opened an independent business of electrical
equipment. Asˁad speaks JB and English, and Samīr speaks JB and Hebrew.
Both still use JB on a daily basis with their relatives.

In some of the recordings that I made, I had to interfere the flow of speech
in order to direct the conversation into a certain point. My own utterances
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are not transcribed but only translated, since I don't fully pronounce JB as a
native speaker. The same goes for Alwīz's caretaker, Melanie Perrera, a Sri
Lankan who speaks a little bit of Arabic, but not JB. The translated speech
appears as such in the transcribed column, surrounded by round brackets.

Yardena Sasōn was born in 1946 in Baghdad and immigrated to Israel in
1950. In her childhood she was surrounded by JB, as she lived in a ma'abara
of Iraqi Jews. Her grandmother used to live in her parents' house, and used
to tell stories. Yardena recorded herself telling two of these stories.

Other native speakers that participate in Abraham Ben-Eliyahu's
recordings such as Yogev Yahezqel, Moshe Qǝzzāz, and Blanche Qǝzzāz were
in their seventies or eighties at the time of the recordings. All of them
immigrated to Israel at the beginning of the fifties, and although they spoke
also Hebrew, their main tongue was JB, as they were surrounded by JB
speakers in their daily lives.

1.4.4 Sound files
Sound files of all the texts can be found online in the SemArch, the sound
archive of Semitic languages of Heidelberg University under
http://www.semarch.uni-hd.de/.
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2 Phonology

2.1 Consonants

Table 3: Consonants

1 "VL" indicates voiceless consonants and "V" indicates voiced ones.
2 Emphatic consonants in brackets are secondary (§2.1.1.6).
3 The phoneme v is very rare and usually appears in loanwords from European languages.

Mansour (2006: 233) even questions its status as a phoneme.
4 According to Mansour (1991: 56), the postalveolar voiced affricative ž is an allophone

of the postalveolar voiced fricative ǧ when the latter is followed by another consonant.
This corresponds to examples like: ždīd 'new'; tzuwažtu 'I married'; and ǧāb 'he brought'.
He explains it as a strategy to avoid three consonants cluster, since the consonant ǧ is
actually a combination of two consonants d and ž. This theory seems limited, though,
since there are occurrences of ǧ before another consonant, for example: ǧġēdi 'rat'.

stop fricative affrica-
tive trill appro-

ximant nasal empha-
ticVL1 V VL V VL V

bilabial p b w m
[ḅ]2;
[ẉ];
[ṃ]

labio-
dental f v3

inter-
dental ṯ ḏ ḏ̣

dental t d ṭ

alveolar s z r l n ṣ; [ẓ];
[ḷ]; [ṇ]

post-
alveolar š ž4 č ǧ
palatal y
velar k g x ġ
uvular q
pharyn-
geal ḥ ˁ
glottal ˀ h
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2 Phonology16

Table 3 gives a general overview of the consonants that take part in JB's
phonological system. A few diachronic remarks and explanations about
possible phonetic changes in consonants are in order:

2.1.1 The diachronic development of JB's consonants

2.1.1.1 Reflexes of OA ˀ, w, and y
w and y are phonemically stable unless they open the word, they are followed
by their corresponding vowel, and they are preceded by a prefix. When all
these conditions are fulfilled w and y zero out. In certain cases their zeroing-
out results in the elongation of the corresponding vowel. The same is true for
ˀ, only that in addition, it is rarely pronounced as a glottal stop at the
beginning of the word, regardless to the existence of a preceding prefix or a
following corresponding vowel.

ˀ: tˀaxxaġ 'he was late'; aṣl 'origin'; ǝsm-ak 'your (m.s.) name'; iyām 'days'; l-
aswad 'the black one'.

w: hawa 'wind'; walad 'boy'; l-walad 'the boy'; l-ūlād 'the children'.
y: yhūd 'Jews'; mǝbyūˁ 'it (m.s.) is bought'; l-īhūd 'the Jews'.

2.1.1.2 Reflexes of OA interdentals
Interdentals are retained: ṯnēn 'two'; hāḏa 'this'.

Both OA ض and ظ are pronounced as interdental emphatic voiced
fricative ḏ̣: ḏ̣all 'he remained'; aġḏ̣ 'land'.

2.1.1.3 Reflexes of OA r
The alveolar trill r is realized as voiced velar fricative ġ in words of clear
Arabic origin: qdaġtu 'I could'; nahᵊġ 'river'; yġīd 'he wants'; ysāfǝġ 'he travels'.

It is pronounced as the trill r in:
– modern Arabic words: siyāra 'car'; mudīr 'manager'.
– words of Hebrew origin: ráššam 'he wrote'; tōra 'bible'; sēfǝr 'Bible'
– words of Turkish or Persian origin: kōndra 'shoe'; parda 'curtain'; sǝṭra

'jacket'.
– proximity to x: āxǝr 'last'; mxarbaṭ 'confused, damaged'.

2.1.1.4 Reflexes of OA q
The preservation of the uvular pronunciation of the consonant q is one of the
primary features of qǝltu dialects. JB is no exception: qalb 'heart'; qǝltu 'I said'.

In a few words the acceptable pronunciation is voiced velar stop g, thanks
to MB influence: garāyǝb 'acquaintances'. These cases are, however, rare
(Mansour 2006: 233).
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2.1 Consonants 17

2.1.1.5 Foreign borrowed consonants
The consonant g can also appear in loanwords: gḷāṣ 'glass'; zangīn 'rich' (from
Turkish).

The consonant č5 occurs in Persian and Turkish loanwords: čāra 'choice,
solution, option'; čāy 'tea'.

The consonant p appears as well in loanwords of Persian and Turkish
origin: qapaġ 'lid'; čarpāya 'bed'. It also appears in Hebrew words: pēṯi 'fool'. p
can sometimes hark back to an original b, especially in words of European
origin: pās 'bus'; paysəǵǝl 'bicycle'.

2.1.1.6 Emphatic consonants
There are three stable emphatic consonants in JB: ṭ, ṣ, and ḏ̣. Some
consonants, like l6, m, b, and others, can be realized as emphatic in certain
words: ṃāy 'water'; ḷaṭma 'slap'. Their emphatic articulation is unstable and it
usually occurs under the influence of another emphatic or velar consonant in
the word. Mansour (1991: 59) distinguishes the two groups of emphatic
consonants, i.e. the three stable emphatics and the ones in free variation, and
terms them "primary and secondary velarized consonants" respectively.
However, emphasis can be a distinctive feature even when it comes to
secondary emphatic consonants. For example in the pair ḅāḅa 'father' vs. bāb-
a 'her door', the former is constantly articulated with emphatic consonants.
Emphatic consonants are also frequently found in loanwords, for instance:
gḷāṣ 'glass'; aḅēḷ 'grief'.

2.1.2 Phonetic changes in JB's consonants
2.1.2.1 Assimilations

1. As mentioned above, non-emphatic consonants can become emphatic
as a result of the existence of emphatic or velar consonants in their
environment7: ẓaġġ 'he became smaller'; nǝṣṭanḏ̣aġ 'we wait'; ṣuḷṭān
'sultan'. In the case of ḅḅaḥd-ak 'by yourself', the emphatic consonant
is a secondary result of the assimilation of the original w: bwaḥd-ak -
> ḅḅaḥd-ak.

2. Voiceless consonant might voice under the influence of a neighboring
voiced consonant: tzūwaǧ-a 'he married her' -> dzūwaǧ-a. The
opposite case, namely of a voiced consonant turning into a voiceless
one under the influence of a neighboring voiceless consonant, also

5 In MB k affricates into č in certain environments: čān 'he was' vs. ykūn 'he is'; bī-k 'in you
(m.s.)' vs. bī-č 'in you (f.s.)'. This affrication doesn't occur in JB (Blanc 1964: 25).

6 According to Blanc (1964: 20), ḷ is typical of gǝlǝt dialects and its existence in JB might
be attributed to a MB loan: mxaḅḅaḷ 'crazy'.

7 This phenomena is commonly termed tafxīm or velarization.
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2 Phonology18

occurs: dxalna 'we entered' -> txalna. In some cases is can lead to a
complete assimilation: atḏakkaġ 'I remember' -> aḏḏakkaġ.

3. The consonant ġ might assimilate in the environment of x or q: lǝxxi8
'other (f.s.)'; qqētu 'I read'. When followed by ḥ, ġ might be
pronounced closely to w: fǝġḥan ~ fǝwḥān 'glad'. ġ can also drop
altogether: ma aˁġǝf 'I don't know' -> maˁǝf.

4. m can assimilate into n: tǝmṭǝġ 'it rains' -> tǝnṭǝġ. The opposite change
can also happen: zǝnbūġ 'bee' > zǝmbūġ.

5. l is easily assimilated into n: qǝnna 'we said'. The article l-, as well as
the relative marker, the preposition, and the direct object marker that
share the same allomorph l-, assimilate into the following consonant9:
l-šams 'the sun' -> š-šams. This can also occur with particles that end
with l, like the preposition māl- 'of': mār-raǧˁa 'of the return'.

2.1.2.2 Additional phonetic changes
1. When a preposition like l-, b-, or mᵊn- precedes deictic words that

open with h, the h may fall off: l- 'to'+hāḏa 'this (m.)' -> l-āḏa; l-
+hōn 'to here' -> l-ōn.

2. Metathesis occurs in words like yǝnˁal 'curses', where the l and the n
exchange their places.

3. Gemination in final position is unstable. It is sometimes pronounced
as a single consonant regardless to three consonants cluster's
production considerations. Determiners like fǝd 'a, some' and lax
'other', whose final consonant is a result of an assimilation that was
reduced, are mostly articulated so. As for C2C3 roots in word final
position, despite the fact that their final gemination is not always
articulated, it will be noted for diachronic considerations.

8 This form originates from the combination of the article l- and OA uxrā 'other (f.s.)' as
follows: l-uxrā> l-ǝxġi> lǝxxi.

9 Mansour (1991: 66; 2006: 239) mentions that in JB, l- as definite article or relative
pronoun assimilates to the next consonant when the latter is dental, interdental,
alveolar, postalveolar and palatal (excluding the palatal y), given that the consonant is
not the first in a cluster. When it is the first in a cluster, an anaptyctic vowel is inserted
between the l- and the cluster: lǝ-ṭyūġ 'the birds'. Blanc (1964: 119-120) extends this
observation to all three dialects of Baghdad. In a footnote, however, Mansour (199: 66)
mentions that there are cases where the l- should assimilate but it doesn't. One case in
which this happens is when the speaker pauses after the definite article because he is
still in the course of selecting the following noun. The corpus indeed validates Mansour's
observation but presents additional cases in which the l- doesn't assimilate. This issue
requires a separate investigation, which is out of the scope of the current sketch. A
possible, although partial, explanation for the situation in JB might be found in Abu-
Haidar's summary of Baghdadi Arabic (2006: 225), where she mentions that in CB the
definite article often assimilates to the moon letter following it. She gives as an example:
ǝq-qaṃaġ 'the moon'.
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2.2 Vowels 19

2.2 Vowels
2.2.1 Long vowels

front central back
high ī ū
mid ē10 ō
low ā
Table 4: Long vowels

Long vowels appear in principle only in stressed syllables, otherwise they
shorten or change their value as will be detailed below.

2.2.2 Short vowels
front central back

high i u
mid e ǝ o
low a
Table 5: Short vowels

1. Short vowels don’t occur in an open pre-stressed syllable11: ktabtu 'I
wrote'; ktāb 'book'.

2. The vowel a can appear in any syllable type, except for an open
unstressed one: katab 'he wrote'; qaddam 'he served'; ṣadīq 'friend'.

3. Mid, central ǝ is limited to open stressed syllables or to closed
syllables and it usually originates from an OA short vowels u, i12, or
a: qǝfǝl 'lock'; qǝbba 'room'; mǝlḥ 'salt'; kǝtbǝt-u 'she wrote it (m.s.)'.

4. u and i are usually a result of shortening of their long equivalents due
to stress shift: yqulōn 'they say'. They can be also reflexes of an
unstressed historical diphthong aw or ay (§2.2.4.3 & §2.2.4.6): yumēn
'two days'; bitēn 'two houses'. Both vowels can appear in loanwords
from foreign languages or from standard Arabic: muḥāmi 'lawyer'. In
any case, they are restricted to an open unstressed syllable.

10 The vowel ē is pronounced with a preceding slight y sound – zēn 'good' is pronounced
like [zʸēn]. Abu-Haidar (2006: 224) mentions this glide in her summary of Baghdadi
Arabic, and notes that it is more common in the speech of women and men of rural
origin.

11 Unless when they originate from a long vowel that shortened due to stress shift: yǧibōn
'they bring', or they take part in modern words and loanwords: mudīr 'manager'.

12 Mansour (1991: 36) notes that ǝ is a centrally articulated vowel between u and i. This
supports his claim that in certain environments ǝ and i, and ǝ and u can have a very
close phonetic value: lí-qǝddām 'in advance' ([i]~[ǝ]); ḅǝṭǝl 'bottle' ([ǝ]~[u]).
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